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MOOG: Pioneer in cataphoresis coating

Challenge

Wishbone arms are heavily put to the test in daily use as they are exposed to water, salt, sand, dirt and 
stones. A tough and long lasting protection is needed to avoid rust. Traditional protection measures such as 
electrostatic spray paint have proven to be inadequate.

Easy Solutions

Since 2011, MOOG introduced cataphoresis coating on all its sheet metal wishbone arms as a 
superior protection against rust. Lab tests show that the coating remains intact, even when the arm is impacted 
by sharp objects such as gravel and stones.
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Covered with rust

The peeling of paint  
will cause corrosion

Totally free from rust

Perfect adhesion of the paint,  
perfect protection of the part

Electrostatic spray painted wishbone

Electrostatic spray painted plate

Cataphoresis coated wishbone

Cataphoresis coated plate 

Test complying with the official DIN 50021, IS0 9227 and ASTM-B-117
*Approximate estimation of industry standards used in Europe.

Test complying with the official impact test DIN EN ISO 6272-1 = ASTM D2794

CORROSION RESISTANCE TEST

IMPACT RESISTANCE TEST

Results after a mechanical force  
of 100 kg/cm2 is applied to two 
sample-plates.

Results after 720 hours in a 
salt spray chamber.
Equivalent to approximately  
8-10 years.*

longer life
thanks to  cataphoresis technology

720 h
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